Big Data Overview
Driven by the need to generate business value, the enterprise has started to adopt Big Data as a solution, migrating from the classical databases and data stores which lack the flexibility and are not optimized enough [1] . The changes in the environment make big data analytics attractive to all types of organizations, while the market conditions make it practical. The combination of simplified models for development, commoditization, a wider palette of data management tools, and low-cost utility computing has effectively lowered the barrier to entry. [2] . The concept addresses large volumes of complex data, rapid growing data sets that may come from different autonomous sources. In recent approaches, Big Data is characterized by principles known as the 4V -Volume, Variety, Velocity and Veracity [3] . There are opinions about accepting other principles as Big Data characteristics, such as Value. Each day more businesses realize that Big Data is relevant as the applications generate large volumes of data generated automatically, from different data sources, centralized or autonomous. As traditional databases hit limitations when the need of analyzing this data, dedicated solutions must be considered.
Important BigData Solutions:
 Apache HBase/Hadoop is based on Google's BigTable distributed storage system, which runs on top of Hadoop as a distributed and scalable big data store. This means that HBase can leverage the distributed processing paradigm of the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and benefit from Hadoop's MapReduce programming model. It combines the scalability of Hadoop with real-time data access as a key/value store and deep analytic capabilities of Map Reduce [4] . HBase allows to query for individual records as well as derive aggregate analytic reports across a massive amount of data. It can host large tables with billions of rows, millions of columns and run across a cluster of commodity hardware. HBase is composed of three types of servers in a master slave type of architecture. Region servers are responsible to serve data for reads and writes. When accessing data, clients communicate with HBase Region Servers directly. Region assignment, DDL (create, delete tables) operations are handled by the HBase Master process.  Apache Cassandra is a distributed database used for the administration and management of large amounts of structured data across multiple servers, while providing highly available service and no single point of failure. It provides features such as continuous availability, linear scale performance, data distribution across multiple data centers and cloud availability zones. Cassandra inherits its data architecture from Google's BigTable and it borrows its distribution mechanisms from Amazon's Dynamo. The nodes in a Cassandra cluster are completely symmetrical, all having identical responsibilities. Cassandra also employs consistent hashing to partition and replicate data. it has the capability of handling large amounts of data and thousands of concurrent users or operations per second across multiple data centers. Cassandra has a hierarchy of caching mechanisms and carefully orchestrated disk I/O which ensures speed and data safety. Write operations are sent first to a persistent commit log (ensuring a durable write), then to a write-back cache called a memTable; when the memTable fills, it is flushed to a sorted string table -SSTable -on disk. A Cassandra cluster is organized as a ring, and it uses a partitioning strategy to distribute data evenly.
 Redis represents an in-memory data structure store used as a database, cache and message broker. It supports data structures such as strings, hashes, lists, sets, sorted sets with range queries, bitmaps, hyperlogs and geospatial indexes with radius queries. Redis stores all data in RAM, allowing lightning fast reads and writes. It runs extremely efficiently in memory and handles high-velocity data, needing simple standard servers to deliver millions of operations per second with submillisecond latency. Redis is schema-less, but when one of its data structures (like HASH or Sorted Sets) is used, users can take advantage of the in-memory operations to accelerate the way data is processed. The Sorted Set is a structure that combines the features of a hash table with those of a sorted tree. Each entry in a Sorted Set is a combination of a string "member" and a double "score". The member acts as a key in the hash, with the score acting as the sorted value in the tree. With this combination, it can be accessed by members and scores directly by member or score value.
 VoltDB is a distributed SQL database intended for high-throughput transactional workloads on datasets which fit entirely in memory and where the data is automatically partitioned based on a column specified by the application developer. All data is stored in RAM memory. Disk snapshots are periodically used to backup data and provided on-disk recovery log for crash durability. Data is replicated to at least n+1 nodes to tolerate n failures. Tables may be replicated to every node for fast local reads, or sharded for linear storage scalability. VoltDB determines where each record goes without the need of user's specification.
All data operations in VoltDB are singlethreaded, running each operation to completion before starting the next. VoltDB is partitioning both the data and the work. For best performance the database tables and associated queries need to be partitioned so that the most common transactions can be run in parallel. Since each site operates independently, each transaction can be performed without the overhead of locking individual records that usually consumes processing time of traditional databases. VoltDB balances the requirements of maximum performance with the flexibility to accommodate less intense but equally important queries that cross partitions [5] .
 MongoDB is an open-source document database that provides high performance, high availability, and automatic scaling. In order to provide these features, MongoDB has a document-oriented data model that permits it to split up data through multiple servers, perform data balancing, load across a cluster, re-distribute documents automatically and perform routing of user requests. In case there is a need for more capacity, MongoDB allows the addition of new machines and can DOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/21.1.2017.05 automatically manage data to the new machines. MongoDB doesn't require stored procedures and the model and stored data have the same structure -BSON, which is similar to JSON. MongoDB lacks a series of features that are usually common amongst the traditional relational databases. The most notable one is the lack of notably joins and complex multirow transactions; however the decision of not implementing this feature has led to a greater scalability of MongoDB. The technology is widely used at this moment and proved in the recent years to be a fast and easy to use solution to handle Big Data.
The Maturity Model for BigData
Solutions Big Data management systems receive data from various sources, gathering a huge volume of data often represented by heterogeneous and diverse dimensionalities [3] . Different information collectors prefer their own schemata or protocols for data recording, and the nature of different applications also result in diverse data representations. Autonomous data sources with distributed and decentralized controls are a main characteristic of Big Data applications [6] . As a result, an analysis on some of the most popular Big Data technologies is aiming at supporting companies in selecting the proper solution for their needs. In an adaptive organization, measurement and analysis can be valuable tools for understanding the present environment and evaluating the effectiveness of our actions. Advances in Internet and mobile technologies have dramatically expanded the scope and rate at which certain types of information can be collected. [7] This paper proposes to analyze the maturity of some of the most used Big Data technologies. In order to achieve its goal, the analysis is performed considering the following model: 
Technical Maturity

Bussiness Maturity of Big Data Solutions
Market Usage
In this chapter the market adoption of Big Data technologies is highlighted, along with cases of successful developments of Big Data analytics systems. MongoDB is widely used and proved in the recent years to be a fast and easy to deploy solution to handle Big Data. It is vastly used in major log systems, mobile applications, content-centric applications, Cloud applications. Some well-known implementations are [12]:  LinkedIn used MongoDB's intuitive schema design and quick document search to develop LearnIn, an internal learning platform.  Forbes now offers an end-to-end publishing platform built on MongoDB as a turnkey solution to other publishers, both as SaaS and an on-premise solution, driving new revenue and expanding business.  Gov.uk -the United Kingdom government website uses MongoDB to power its content API, providing data storage in the cloud. MongoDB was used for its scaling and data processing capabilities.  Royal Bank of Scotland -MongoDB supports the global bank's enterprise data service which is underpinning several core trading systems.
Hbase/Hadoop
 Facebook uses HBase for its messaging platform;  Spotify uses HBase as base for Hadoop and machine learning jobs;  Sophos uses for some of their back-end systems Cassandra  CERN used Cassandra-based prototype for its ATLAS experiment to archive the online DAQ system's monitoring information;  Facebook used Cassandra to power Inbox Search, with over 200 nodes deployed;  IBM has done research in building a scalable email system based on Cassandra;  Discord uses Cassandra to store over 120 million messages per day;  Wikimedia uses Cassandra as backend storage for its public-facing REST Content API VoltDB has a wide area of application including high-velocity applications that thrive on fast streaming data, such as telecom policy and billing applications, sensor applications like smart grid power systems, real-time digital advertising platforms, analytics for online gaming, and applications for risk and fraud detection. VoltDB is successfully used by large companies [13]:  Nokia Networks -has deployed VoltDB to provide real-time data solutions that enhance mobile subscriber services through Nokia Open Telecom Application Server.  MAXCDN -uses VoltDB to provide realtime analytics on their system.  AsiaInfo -a leading supplier of IT solutions and services chose VoltDB as a key component of its Big Data analytics product -Veris C3 -to perform real-time analytics and decision-making on fastmoving data. It uses a real-time data feed to deliver up-to-date information in order to optimize customers' experience of mobile marketing campaigns. Redis is adequate for highly scalable data store shared by multiple processes, multiple applications, or multiple servers. 
Cloud Computing Support
In this chapter we analyze the availability of the given Big Data solution on four major cloud providers.
Cloud computing provides a reliable, faulttolerant, available and scalable environment to harbour big data distributed management systems. Storing and processing big volumes of data requires scalability, fault tolerance and availability. Cloud computing delivers all these through hardware virtualization. Thus, big data and cloud computing are two compatible concepts as cloud enables big data to be available, scalable and fault tolerant.
[14] The list of the major cloud computing vendors is based on the ranking from Synergy Research Group. The market share of the four cloud providers is estimated at about 63% of the total market, with Amazon being in the lead with 40% of the total market [15]. 
Cloud computing is another paradigm which promises theoretically unlimited on-demand services to its users. The virtualization of resources allows abstracting hardware, requiring little interaction with cloud service providers and enabling users to access terabytes of storage, high processing power, and high availability in a pay-as-you-go model [16] . While all the technologies that are analyzed in this paper are offered by the major Cloud providers, the deployment methods are different.
Licensing Policy
The technologies presented in this paper are distributed under the following licenses:
The Apache License (ASL) is a permissive free software license written by the Apache Software Foundation (ASF 
